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Von Lemon-Tree

The brown haired boy doubtfully looked around the kitchen. He didn’t see any
ingredients, cookie cutters or any other baking utensils.
“Alexy, did you even buy anything we need?”
Insulted, the blue haired boy pouted and replied: “Of course I did! Why would-“, but
when he saw the slight glare coming from Kentin, he quickly changed his mind. “No…”
He looked down.
Kentin sighed. Why did he even agree on baking Christmas cookies with Alexy? “Do
you even know how to bake cookies?”
Another insulted look accompanied with a second pout, Alexy replied: “Do you think
I’m stupid? Of-“ and after another glare he received from Kentin, he continued: “No, I
don’t…” And again he looked at his feet.
“And what are we going to do now?” Kentin was getting irritated. The twins always
played around with him and it was starting to get annoying.
Alexy slowly looked up. “Well, I thought we could watch some movies, when the
cookies are done, but, you know…”
Pushing Alexy out of the kitchen and into the living room, Kentin huffed: “Alright got
it! You search for a movie and I will order a pizza. That alright with you?” Looking at
the happily nodding blue haired twin, he shook his head and searched for the phone;
Alexys mother always left it somewhere lying around.
________________________________________
As the DVD showed the two boys the menu again, Kentin slowly turned to Alexy.
“That was… um, that was interesting… I guess?”
The blue haired boys eyes widened in disbelief. “Interesting? Interesting?! Guardians
of the Galaxy is on the best Marvel movies I’ve ever seen! And you just guess it’s
interesting?”
Kentin shrugged. “I don’t really like science fiction and such.” He wanted to get up to
throw away the empty pizza carton and turn of the TV, but the other stopped him.
With a serious look on his face Alexy looked up to the slightly confused army styled
boy. “I… I don’t think that I can stay with you, when you don’t appreciate good science
fiction movies. I… We have to break up…” with that he turned away from Kentin.
Now extremely confused, Kentin looked at the blue lump of hair before his eyes.
“Alexy? I… We… We aren’t even dating, you drama queen!”
Alexy quickly turned back to face Kentin. “We’re not? Well-“ he moved closer to the
slightly red ear that belonged to Kentin and continued, whispering, “-how about we
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start dating then?”
After softly kissing Kentins ear, Alexy leaned back and grinned at the bright red boy
before him.
________________________________________
Kentin stared at the ceiling. “He… never planned on baking cookies, did he?”
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